
Minnesota Homeowners Call Tim's Quality
Plumbing for Remodeling Plumbing Projects

Tim's Quality Plumbing is a family-owned

and operated business that offers a wide

range of plumbing services in Maple

Grove, Bloomington, and Minnetonka.

MAPLE GROVE, MN, UNITED STATES,

February 28, 2023 /EINPresswire.com/

-- Some aspects of maintaining a home

should be left to professionals.

Plumbing is one such component.

Fiddling with a property's pipes,

faucets, toilets, or showers is a slippery

slope. However, if untrained folks try

their hand at it, they can worsen a

small problem in just a few minutes.

Homeowners can save money in the

long run by hiring a reliable Maple

Grove plumbing service such as Tim's

Quality Plumbing. They have qualified plumbers who ensure the plumbing problem is cared for

once and for all. 

Tony was careful, quick,

friendly, enthusiastic, &

knowledgeable. He came

within 30 minutes & did the

job in about half the time

expected. We are happy

with the work and would

hire this company again.”

Randy Bergen

Plumbing requires a deep understanding of relevant

techniques to carry out processes flawlessly. When people

hire a reputed establishment for Bloomington plumbing

services, the company's certified staff members will

identify the issue or issues without beating around the

bush. The experience of experts on the job enables them

to understand the workings of every plumbing system,

whether underground, behind walls or simply outside. 

Some homeowners fix the plumbing issue temporarily by

looking up an easy fix on YouTube or any other site.

However, they fail to understand that doing this can land

them into bigger troubles which will cost a lot more than calling a plumber in the first place.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.timsqualityplumbing.com/residential-plumbing
https://www.timsqualityplumbing.com/residential-plumbing
https://www.timsqualityplumbing.com/contact-us


Furthermore, it is in the client's best

interest to avoid paying for the same

repair multiple times; thus, a licensed

plumber will always prioritize finding a

long-term solution to the problem.

Even individuals remodeling or even

building a new house must consult an

expert plumbing business such as

Tim's Quality Plumbing. Improper

appliance installation is a common

cause of water damage in homes.

Additionally, if an inexperienced

person installs a water heater or

shower, homeowners may end up with

water pressure and temperature

problems and high electricity and

water bills. Many appliances are also

delicate and thus require to be

handled carefully. A professional

technician knows just the suitable

plumbing for various devices. Skilled

plumbers can ensure that the new

appliances, including the dishwasher,

washing machine, gas range, etc., are

appropriately fixed and will not cause

any major issues in the future. Local

plumbers in Minnesota are trained for

such situations and know the

requirements of different models of

home appliances. 

"Tony was careful, quick, friendly,

enthusiastic, and knowledgeable. He

came within 30 minutes and did the job in about half the time expected. He explained the

problem (roots 70' out), how he addressed the problem, and what to do in the future to avoid

backups. He also checked to ensure that everything was draining well. He cleaned up thoroughly.

We are happy with the work and would hire this company again."

– Randy Bergen

It might seem counterintuitive to hire a professional to save money, but it is often the case when

it comes to plumbing jobs. A DIY job can end up costing a lot in terms of new tools, materials,

and time. The real expense comes in if the problem re-emerges. Having to fix the same issue



over and over again amplifies the cost,

and is completely aggravating. Having

a professional come in and fix the

problem in one session is actually far

more cost-effective when all factors are

considered. Sometimes it just makes

sense to call the pros. 

The right equipment can make all the

difference when it comes to a task as

practical and complicated as plumbing.

Most homeowners do not stock any

plumbing equipment and for a good

reason. These tools are expensive, and

people using them must be

connoisseurs. Offering high-quality

Minnetonka plumbing services, firms

like Tim's Quality Plumbing have access

to appropriate plumbing apparatus

such as tube cutters, wrenches and

screwdrivers, or augers and video

cameras. In addition, they have state-

of-the-art equipment or traditional

tools that help them get the job done

quickly and efficiently. This equipment

can make the difference between

completing a job effectively in a single

afternoon or struggling with it for days.

Depending on the nature of the

plumbing problem, it may require

many different tools to fix. Professional

plumbers are knowledgeable in using

their equipment safely and can ensure

no other areas of the home are

accidentally affected by their repairs.

The most important advantage of hiring a professional plumber is safety. Protection does not

have a price tag. Many plumbing jobs involve objects that emit large volumes of electricity and

can cause serious injury to an inexperienced handler. Jobs like changing a water heater, tackling

frozen pipes, or dealing with a water line are risky and should only be left to experienced

plumbers.

For commercial building owners, submission of building codes by the relevant regulatory

https://www.timsqualityplumbing.com/services/appliance-hook-ups


authority is critical. The plumbing in the building should also be done per the terms and

regulations of the regulatory authority. A proficient plumber from companies such as Tim's

Quality Plumbing saves building managers from penalties by understanding the importance of

the codes and complying with them. 

Plumbing jobs are tricky. Some are downright dangerous. While a DIY approach can give people

a certain satisfaction, there are some instances when calling up a professional plumber makes

more sense. A single wrong step can seriously mess up the complete plumbing network of the

building. Professional plumbers know what to look for when diagnosing a problem, and they

have the equipment to help them do it. This includes infrared thermometer guns, cameras that

can see down into the pipes, and gas leak detectors. These tools can help a plumber quickly

know the issue, reducing the time it takes to solve the entire problem. Plumbers from Tim's

Quality Plumbing can also run manual tests to see how the household's plumbing works

together. 

About Tim's Quality Plumbing 

Founded by Tim Lindholm in 1981, Tim's Quality Plumbing is a family business. They have a team

of expert, reliable, licensed plumbers who are proud to offer full-service plumbing in Maple

Grove and the entire Minneapolis/St. Paul metro area. With an emphasis on customer service,

the company always gives its clients the most cost-effective solutions. 

Tim's Quality Plumbing

225 County Rd 81, Maple Grove,

MN 55369, United States

+16128277951

Tim's Quality Plumbing

Tim's Quality Plumbing

+1 612-827-7951
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